
STEP BY STEP HOW TO GUIDE TO THE PERFECT GLITTER LOOK

1

GET THE LOOK | PRETTY IN PINK

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
GlitterBugTM Skin and Eye Glue, GlitterBugTM Make Up Brush Kit, GlitterBugTM Silver Glitter Dust, GlitterBugTM Pink Glitter Dust, 
and GlitterBugTM Adhesive Rhinestones in silver. For the lips, you'll need GlitterBugTM Pink Glitter Dust and GlitterBugTM 

Glitterbug Lip Glue.

Always start off with a freshly cleaned and dried face. Washing other make up, moisturizers, and your natural oils off of 
your face will help the glitter to stick better and last longer.   

2 Apply Skin and Eye Glue to the inner 50 percent of your top eye lid to the bottom of your brow. 

3 Follow by dabbing Pink Glitter Dust with a brush over the wet glitter glue. Make sure to fill the entire glue area 
completely with glitter. It looks better when the glitter is dense with no skin patches coming through the glitter.

4
Apply Skin and Eye Glue to the outer 50 percent of your top eye lid to the bottom of your brow. Try drawing a line with 
the glue wand from the end of your outer brow to the outer edge of your lash line for a nice boundary line. This will help
create a finished edge. Fill in the area until you reach the pink glitter. 

5 Follow by filling in the wet glue area with Silver Glitter Dust like you did with the pink glitter, making sure the glitter is 
densely concentrated.

6 We like to then take the Pink Glitter Dust without the glue and lightly dust on the lower lid that reflects the top lid and 
then do the same with the Silver Glitter Dust.

7 Apply your preferred liquid black eyeliner to the top of your lid and slightly extend it past your lash line to make your eyes 
look bigger and your lashes look longer. Round off your lower lid with your preferred smudged black eyeliner.

8 Layer on your preferred mascara for a dramatic and girly look.

9
Glam up your eyes by taking 2 of the medium size silver rhinestones and place them where the sliver glitter dust ends 
on the outer part of your eye area. Start the first rhinestone a couple centimeters away from where your eyeliner ends.
Place the second next to the first rhinestone. 

10 Complete the look with a pink pout by applying Lip Glue generously to your lips.

11 Finish by filling in the wet glue using your larger white flat brush with Pink Glitter Dust like you did with the eye glitter, 
making sure the glitter is densely concentrated.

12 Last but not least, take your large brush and sweep the excess glitter off of your face. Your finished!


